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 Culture and LL

 Overview of the groups 

 What to teach

 How to teach

 Task

 Review



“Culture refers to widely shared ideas, values, formations and uses of 
categories, assumptions about life and goal directed activities that become 
subconsciously accepted as right or correct by people who identify themselves 
as members of  a society ”R Brislin
*Categories govern more powerfully our life because they are taken for granted so we need 
to defend them.

Trompenaar: The onion                                    
basic assumptions, norms and values (implicit)
Icons, ritual and practices, arte facts and products(explicit)

Sapir -Whorf hypothesis :The world is largely built on the language habits of the 
group…no two languages are sufficiently similar to represent the same social reality
people who speak different languages  make sense of the world in a different way 
..all is determined by the language. We see and hear  as we do because our 
community predisposes certain choices of interpretation.

How does it relate to Language Learning 
We activate cultural awareness & apply frames for studying it through words and 
stories ..put into practice



 A2+ CEFR age 12-14

 Regular classes 
throughout the year

 Twice a week

 OUP Book Link in

 Exam certification

 Keep Vocabulary books

 Facilities Basic 
[phones]

 A2+ CEFR
 Non-specialists
 Mixed ability groups
 No formal language 

learning training
 Need grammar & LL 

strategies  instruction
 Coursebook General 

English
 Classes once/ twice a 

week   4 months
 Spelling problems



 Synonyms 3 syllable words

 Grammar 

◦ determiners and modifiers NP 

◦ Modals semi-modals

◦ Adverbs within phrases and within clauses

◦ Prepositional phrases

 Modification &  complementation(sentence level)

 Sentence structures (extended)

 Conjuncts

 Emphasis & Negative structures

 Contrast

 Paragraph writing



 Academic phrases

 Formulaic sentences in academic lectures & 
Phrases for certainty or probability

 Discourse organizers(Conjuncts peripheral 
sentence constituent: to name and list, 
illustrate, infer, contrast, indicate  transitions)

 Collocations and collocation patterning

 Hedges& softeners

 Expand topic vocabulary from internet 
publishing/articles/ 



 Focus on the message. Encode it  with the tools
of the target language  

 Critical review of the  discourse organization of 
the text structure 

 Identification of multiword chunks & strange 
combinations

 Mechanical introduction of conjuncts as to add
dimension the message

 Transfer of info from a plan in  composite 
sentences. 

 Through short  writing tasks copying real 
language from the Internet

 Reflection and self-monitoring  of  language 
performance 



 Descriptions of characters

 Extra Reading Books

 Argumentative/opinion essays 

 Ted talks

 Race in  giving short talks with & multiword 
units

 Vocabulary lists

 Register transfer

 Reviews of issues



He is easy to describe. A short bald person who is in
the middle age. Although I broke the window he didn’t
have any violent dislike to me. He is calm, kind and
patient, this is how he acts to us. Sometimes he is a bit
strict when boys misbehave. Although he is a short
and physically strong person, he is not aggressive.
There is nothing bad in him. Sometimes he has an
unpleasant language but it’s Ok. Those things are the
reasons why everybody loves him. (K)

It turns out Agnes was actually my sister, making   
that little Oliver my nephew and also he is a half 
brother to Monks(B)  



 TED talks

 Summary writings

 Short texts by model 

 Oral texts & Wordles

 Argumentative/opinion essays 

 Paragraphs

 Transfer of info graphs to text



 Listen for word bundles/Read & identify/…

 Transfer from spoken to formal register

 Write a short paragraph/Give a talk with 
wordle words

 Write 3 texts (2 familiar topic +1 unfamiliar)

 Compile lists of e.g. people mentioned in the 
paragraph play 

 Browse the titles for vocabulary items



The co-living phenomenon is not limited to young adults, as 
people of all ages are increasingly searching for innovative 
housing solutions.

Any conversation or casual search on Google for co-living will 
reveal a bias that many urbanists are well-aware of: many 
people believe that co-living is an exclusively millennial 

phenomenon.







 It’s quick and manageable and allows for 
monitoring

 Offers  an end-product and involvement
 Introduces a lot of Target Culture (from 

vocabulary items  to discourse)
 Relates real life writing with Language
 Gives meaning to LL
 Aids fluency and speed of production thus 

overcomes negative transfer from MT
 Doesn’t require a lot of resources
 Boosts confidence & encourages reading in SL



 Prefabricated speech allows students to focus on the 
discourse enhances retrieval

 Phrases allow learners to identify and establish 
linguistic patterns that can be stored and accessed in 
both language reception and production (Arnon & 
Snider,2010;Cowie,1988)

 Phrases are learnt by hearing and frequent use 
 Phrases /Speech bundles are acquired in the process 

of communication
 Discourse and Writing is highly 

conventionalized(Milton ,1998)
 Collocations are quite natural in speaking and writing 

and contribute to fluency make up for the shortfalls 
of L2 vocabulary  



 Does it replace textbooks?
No…

but  it aids fluency 

and activates English language schema

and yields to monitoring and control while bringing satisfaction. 
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